
 

“We are thrilled with the job White Shark Media is doing for our company. Our Digital Marketing Strategist
is a real pleasure to  work with, knowledgeable and responsive, really great service!.” 

Scott Ayers 

AUTO PAINTING USA



The Challenges

 In his past campaigns, Scott did not have any call or conversion tracking installed. 

 He was targeting the wrong audience with the majority of keywords in full broad match.

 The campaign was accruing irrelevant traffic and producing almost no ROI.
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About Auto Painting USA Chandler
Auto Painting USA is a locally owned and operated business in Chandler, 
Arizona, offering high-quality full car painting at affordable prices. 

The owner, Scott Ayers, was single-handedly managing his Google Ads and Bing 
campaigns, but he became frustrated as he did not have any insight on the 
actual ROI of his ad spend. 

He reached out to White Shark Media so he could dedicate more time to his 
core business rather than spend hours on managing his online marketing 
campaigns.

Chandler
Auto Painting USA



Campaign Goals:
Our Digital Marketing Strategist set out to establish 
goals with Scott that would allow him to create a digital 
marketing strategy to grow his business:

1) To reach a cost per conversion of $50, and obtain at least 8-12 
highly qualified leads per month.

2) To stay in the top three positions in the SERPs and outrank
 the competition.

Our Solution
 
A Comprehensive Google Ads Approach

 We launched our PPC campaigns using a combination of the best performing keywords from his previous 
campaigns and new keywords collected from competitors and industry research. For instance:

 auto paint chandler

 automobile paint sho

 auto painting chandler az

Leveraging Ad Extensions 

 We also took advantage of all available ad extensions such as callout extensions, sitelinks, and location 
extensions. Doing so allowed us to garner more virtual real estate when we appear at the top of pages.
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Callout Extensions

Location Extensions

Sitelinks



Conclusion
With White Shark Media’s expertise, Auto Painting USA saw a drastic increase in 
calls and conversions. They were happy with the results of their partnership with 
White Shark Media and the high return yielded on their investment in PPC 
advertising.

The Results
Scott is highly satisfied with how our partnership has taken over his digital 
marketing efforts and elevated his business to success. 

We surpassed all the goals we initially set; conversion rates and cost per 
conversion metrics have immensely improved. Since we launched our 
campaigns, calls increased by 73% from 7 to 80 calls per month; and cost per 
conversion decreased by 29% from $43.68 to $30.99. 

Scott’s campaigns continue to mature through optimizations. The campaigns 
consistently generate more calls every month to the point that Scott is booked 
for days on end. He recently increased his daily budget to increase exposure 
and drive more leads.
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